
Folsom City Council Candidate Scott Bailey responses: 

Question 1: How do you propose to address the parking issues in Historic Folsom? 

If you are not aware, I will point out that I recently retired from the Reserve Officer position 

with the Folsom Police Department after proudly serving 35 years. 

I worked countless events on Sutter Street and wrote many citations to the stupid and rude 

parkers. As pointed out at the recent Historic Residents forum, this issue is ongoing and 

seems to be something that we must continually address and focus reasonable efforts on. The 

City did a great job getting the three story parking structure build and unfortunately it is still 

underutilized for a variety of reasons. (Not aware, too far away etc.) Better signage and 

directions, stronger emphasis for employers to require employees to park there, and constant 

re-evaluation of the timed parking space usage are all ideas to explore. Mandated shuttle 

service for employees from Glenn light rail station during peak hours?  

Uber and Lyft usage should be strongly encouraged for patrons –not only for parking relief, 

but also for public safety (DUI drivers). 

 Question 2: What are your thoughts about the role of history in our community? 

I have been a lifelong history buff. My campaign website even list “historian” under my 

background. I’m a 6th generation Californian and trace my roots back to the Dana family and 

Spanish land grants. Before that, my great great great great grandfather was Richard Henry 

Dana and wrote the famous “Two years before the mast”. I am still a contributing member of 

the Dana Adobe preservation society and cherish my California history. 

Born in Sacramento, I began my Folsom time under Jack Kipp about 36 years ago. My 

grandfather John Bailey moved his family here in the early 50’s and lived on Dean Way 

while employed as a teacher at Folsom Prison. I drive my friends and family crazy when I’m 

constantly performing tour guide/historian of Folsom while driving them around town!  

Our Folsom history is RICH and deep! There is so much to be proud of! I always bring out of 

town guests to our wonderful museum and the Folsom prison museum.  

For several years, I was the longest continually active member of the Folsom Police 

Department. My memory and stories always entertained the young Officers.  

I still work in the Dental industry and recently encouraged a Chinese dentist client to get 

involved in the Chan family history center. Just last week, she let me know that she is 

transcribing old Manderin manuscripts into English. She was so excited to be involved and 

found the Natomas Mining Company documents to be quite fascinating. I’m so pleased to 

hear she got involved in the vast Chinese heritage of this region. 

I have raised all my children to appreciate history. Historical context is the only smart way to 

solve current and future issues.  

 

 Question 3: Like the north side, the area south of Highway 50 has a rich history. We believe 

emphasizing that history in visible ways would go a long way toward unifying the south with 

the north. Do you agree? If so, what means would you propose? If you disagree, please 

explain why.  

Absolutely agree! Great idea! Not only to promote history of region, but also to unify the city 

and the new Folsom residents in that area. Fabulous! My historical knowledge of that area 

only goes back 36 year. I spent many patrol shifts with the Police Department attempting to 



get bulls and cattle rounded up and back behind broken fence lines! I would love to learn 

more about the history of that area! Where can I find that?  

I propose that your organization seek out funding from various sources (maybe the City can 

find some to support efforts) and include this into the Folsom City newsletter and other 

efforts through the Chamber of Commerce. I’d also love to see Parks and Rec get involved 

with Folsom City bus service to provide a tour guide and conduct history tours of our City –

by reservation- on Saturdays. I’ve often thought that I’d be a good volunteer for that tour 

guide job!  

 

  

Question 4: In your opinion, what is the most appropriate use of the former Corporation 

Yard?  

 

I think we are in such a good position on this issue. Moving that yard to a new location is at 

least 6 years out and likely 8 to 10 or more years. I’m somewhat concerned about and issue 

that I do not hear anybody talking about -hazardous clean-up of the area. Many years of 

motor oil, gas and solvents spilled onto the ground for decades before anyone knew the 

dangers. I wouldn’t be surprised to hear that this will be a developing problem for any future 

plans. 

But, if all gets cleared, I strongly feel the efforts to reach out to the community for input on 

uses is time well spent. I strongly believe this is City property (and therefore owned by the 

citizens of Folsom) and the decision about its future needs to be a decision made by the 

citizens –with emphasis given to the citizens of the area.  

I attended the 3rd meeting sponsored by the Chamber where the citizen input was discussed. It 

was fascinating and I was pleased with the process. My take away was that this is the process 

that needs to be continued where well-informed citizens need to decide on the usage. I found 

many ideas to be preposterous and completely inappropriate. Pleased to see those were very 

low on the list. My personal preference is to preserve the natural beauty of the area and 

enhance the region with some sort of combination historical/natural history/native 

plant/art/cultural center. I’m not sure how to enhance a history center without impacting 

(relocating) our current Sutter Street Folsom History museum. But I would love to see a 

cultural center to honor the region’s Native indigenous people, Negro’s, Chinese and peoples 

from all over the world that came here to work the gold rush and railroad etc.  

 


